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Green Painted Wardrobe From The End Of The 18th Century  

4 300 EUR

Period : 18th century

Condition : Restauré par notre atelier

Material : Sapin

Width : 129

Height : 183

Depth : 58
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Dealer

Antichità Missaglia
Antique furniture and paintings - painted furniture and

mountain paintings

Tel : 0039 3475979877

 Via IV Novembre 812

Padova 35020

Description

Green painted wardrobe from the end of the 18th

century

Measurements: H. 183 cm - L. 121 cm (129 at the

frames) - D. 54 cm (58 at the frames)

Period: 1780

Origin: Tyrol

Essence: Fir

Description:

Exceptional antique Tyrolean wardrobe entirely

painted in green.

Various decorations and refined cabinet-making

details are present on the entire surface.

Starting from the doors there are four large

panels, enclosed by neoclassical frames, which

depict two landscapes in the lower part and two



scenes with figures, rich in apotropaic symbols, in

the upper part. On the right door a red carved

stop. The notches are decorated with floral motifs

and feature various carvings. On the sides,

generally the least rich part in this type of

furniture, we find four panels with four different

landscapes depicting castles and villages.

All the hardware is original and functional and

internally the original division of the spaces is

still present.

This piece of furniture has never been restored

and its condition is excellent. Divisible into two

parts to facilitate transport.

Information on the restoration

Our laboratory guarantees the conservative

restoration of each piece of furniture while

respecting its integrity.

Each piece of furniture is treated to guarantee

solidity and hygiene.

In particular, the following are carried out:

- structural restoration

- accurate anti-woodworm treatment

- cleaning and sanitizing of interiors

- external finish with natural beeswax

- internal finish with shellac (alcohol-based

natural paint)

Upon request, we can agree on the desired degree

of restoration and the customization of the

internal fittings (coat hanger poles, shelves,

etc...).


